PRODUCT INFORMATION
LUBRITA DEO HDM 20W40 API CF-4
( Premium Multi-grade Engine Oil )
DESCRIPTION
LUBRITA DEO HDM 20W40 engine oil is formulated on the base of selectively treated solvent de-waxed
and hydro refined oil distillates received from crude oil. It contains a properly selected package of antioxidation and anti-corrosion additives, improving the washing and dispersant qualities as well as
lubrication, viscosity and high temperature attributes.
APPLICATION
LUBRITA DEO HDM 20W40 is mineral oil based multi-seasonal engine oil. It is designed specially for the
protection of the most technologically advanced high-pressure engines like aspirated and particularly
those with turbo-charged diesel and gasoline engines running even under the toughest conditions.
LUBRITA DEO HDM 20W40
excellent quality makes it versatile and optimum for use in personal carriers and commercial goods and
passenger transport vehicles, earthmoving equipments and agricultural vehicles.
SPECIFICATIONS
Meets and Exceeds API CF4, IS: 13656-2002, Type E-DL4, US MIL-L-2104 C Performance level.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
1. Its detergency and dispensability allows for a clean engine by keeping crud and carbon in
suspension and preventing build-up on oil lines, segments, and pistons.
2. Multi grade oil, facilitating cold start-up and use in wide range of weather conditions.
3. Safeguards against engine corrosion due to its specific formulation.
4. Excellent anti-wear properties, minimizing frictions.
5. Reduces lubricant consumption and refills.
PERFORMANCE LEVEL
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Specific Density at 29.5 o C

0.8875

Kinematics Viscosity at 100o C

14-15.5

Viscosity Index (Min)

110

Flash Pt. (COC), o C

220 (T)

Pour Point ( Max)

-25

TBN,mg KOH /gm

9.5 -10.00

* These are typical figures and do not constitute a specification.
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